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The Photo-Secession
"So many are the enquiries as to the nature and aims of the Photo- Secession and requirements of eligibility to membership therein, that 
we deem it expedient to give a brief résumé of the character of this body of photographers.

The object of the Photo-Secession is: to advance photography as applied to pictorial expression; to draw together those Americans 
practicing or otherwise interested in the art, and to hold from time to time, at varying places, exhibitions not necessarily limited to the 
productions of the Photo-Secession or to American work.

It consists of a Council (all of whom are Fellows); Fellows chosen by the Council for meritorious photographic work or labors in behalf of 
pictorial photography, and Associates eligible by reason of interest in, and sympathy with, the aims of the Secession.

In order to give Fellowship the value of an honor, the photographic work of a possible candidate must be individual and distinctive, and it 
goes without saying that the applicant must be in thorough sympathy with our aims and principles.

To Associateship are attached no requirements except sincere sympathy with the aims and motives of the Secession. Yet, it must not be 
supposed that these qualifications will be assumed as a matter of course, as it has been found necessary to deny the application of many 
whose lukewarm interest in the cause with which we are so thoroughly identified gave no promise of aiding the Secession. It may be of 
general interest to know that quite a few, perhaps entitled by their photographic work to Fellowship, have applied in vain. Their rejection 
being based solely upon their avowed or notoriously active opposition or equally harmful apathy. Many whose sincerity could not be 
questioned were refused Fellowship because the work submitted was not equal to the required standard. Those desiring further 
information must address the Director of the Photo-Secession, Mr. Alfred Stieglitz, 1111 Madison Avenue, New York."



Pictorialism
“If they were to be accepted as real artists, Pictorialists decided, [photographers] must make the hand of 
man apparent in the negative or the print. It became de rigueur to leave telltale evidence that the 
photographer, not the camera, was in control. Brushes added painterly strokes to wet emulsion, and 
soft-focus lenses and paper negatives diffused the light and the subject. The Pictorialists chose 
processes that required handwork to further muddy what would have been clear. Textured and 
colored printing papers called attention to themselves, rather than the image. To emphasize the 
seriousness of photography, they staged important historical events before the camera, with models in 
various states of costume and dishabille. This also reflected the dominant style of painting during the late 
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. But painters of any note had moved far away from this practice 
long before the Pictorialists adopted it.” 

- Mary Street Alinder from “Group f.64”
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Group f.64 Manifesto       1932
"The name of this Group is derived from a diaphragm number of the photographic lens. It signifies to a large extent the qualities of 
clearness and definition of the photographic image which is an important element in the work of members of this Group.

The chief object of the Group is to present in frequent shows what it considers the best contemporary photography of the West; in addition 
to the showing of the work of its members, it will include prints from other photographers who evidence tendencies in their work similar to 
that of the Group.

Group f/64 is not pretending to cover the entire spectrum of photography or to indicate through its selection of members any deprecating 
opinion of the photographers who are not included in its shows. There are great number of serious workers in photography whose style 
and technique does not relate to the metier of the Group.

Group f/64 limits its members and invitational names to those workers who are striving to define photography as an art form by simple and 
direct presentation through purely photographic methods. The Group will show no work at any time that does not conform to its 
standards of pure photography. Pure photography is defined as possessing no qualities of technique, composition or idea, 
derivative of any other art form. The production of the "Pictorialist," on the other hand, indicates a devotion to principles of art which are 
directly related to painting and the graphic arts.

The members of Group f/64 believe that photography, as an art form, must develop along lines defined by the actualities and limitations of 
the photographic medium, and must always remain independent of ideological conventions of art and aesthetics that are reminiscent of a 
period and culture antedating the growth of the medium itself.

The Group will appreciate information regarding any serious work in photography that has escaped its attention, and is favorable towards 
establishing itself as a Forum of Modern Photography."

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aesthetics
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“Edward [Weston] counseled that a photograph of consequence could be 
made from just about anything. Subject matter, in itself, was not critical. 

The understanding of the photographer was.” 

“Group f.64 believed that photographic beauty was defined by beautiful 
prints produced by purely photographic means. The subjects need not be 

beautiful. What might appear ugly or commonplace could have value 
through the respectful understanding and expression of the 

photographer.” 

-Mary Street Alinder, “Group f.64”
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“Bright indicted New Topographic 
photographers for failing to historicize 
their subject and for neglecting to 
articulate a clear social critique. Their 
status as mere “art objects” diminished 
any social concern the photographers 
might otherwise have intended.”

Kelly Dennis - “Landscape and the 
West - Irony and Critique in New 
Topographic Photography

Joe Deal
1984



“Although I am indebted to 
Bright’s sustained social history 
of landscape photography, it 
does not adequately register 
the significant ironic dimension 
of New Topographics and the 
role of that irony in the 
historicizing of “postmodern” art 
and photography.”

Kelly Dennis - “Landscape and 
the West - Irony and Critique in 
New Topographic Photography
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“The false consciousness exposed by the New Topographics’ irony is that the West 
was ever pristine, ever uninhabited: Even the nineteenth-century photographer, to 
get his view, left footprints (Banham, 1987, p.5). The false consciousness exposed 
by the New Topographic’s irony is, perhaps, that these photographs are less about 
the “man-altered landscape” than what California cultural and architectural historian 
Reyner Banham called the “man-mauled desert” (1987, p.2). The photographs are 
often beautiful not only because of the photographer’s eye, although Szarkowsky 
and others would have us believe this the whole story, but because we can be 
moved by such naked juxtapositions of human exploitation and the beauty of the 
constructed landscape—all we have ever truly known of nature despite a century’s 
worth of landscape photographs that have attempted to convince us otherwise. 
Indeed, as Banham further suggests, the “irony is that this beauty is itself a product 
of careless human ambition” (1987, pp.4-5).”

Kelly Dennis - “Landscape and the West - Irony and Critique in New Topographic 
Photography
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8kp4oPeIL5Q
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